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Want to Win it? ...Be in it!Want to Win it? ...Be in it!

All competitors in the TBIB National Open Swiss Pairs Championship 
will automatically be eligible for a bridge lottery prize of $50,000!  
Six numbers within the IMP range of 40 to -40 will be randomly selected 
and any pair who can match �ve of these numbers will win the lottery.

 Lottery
$50,000

Lottery Approval   TP 16/02084

Terms and Conditions
Free entry is provided to all pairs registered for the TBIB Open Swiss Pairs Championship being held         
on 14 and 15 January 2017 at the QT Hotel, Canberra.
The lottery prize is $50,000 if there is a winning pair. In the event of a draw, the prize will be divided 
equally between winning pairs.
The Lottery will close on 15 January at completion of play for the competition. Competitors will be notified 
of the winning numbers at this time. To win, a pair must match 5 out of 6 randomly selected IMP scores in 
the range of +40 to -40 IMPs. For the purpose of this clause, "completion of play" shall mean the end of the 
corrections period for the last round of the competition; "matching an IMP score" shall mean having a 
match IMP total (ignoring the decimal fraction if any that may be part of that total, and any variation in 
scores resulting from an appeal after completion of play as above) that matches one of the randomly 
drawn numbers. Multiple occurrences of winning numbers will not count towards a lottery win.
The winning numbers will be announced at the competition venue, the QT Hotel, Canberra.
The winning numbers will be notified in the SFOB Daily Bulletin and the ABF homepage on 16 January and 
for those who have provided their email address on their registration form for the event, an email will be 
issued.
The promoter for the Trade Promotion Lottery is the Australian Bridge Federation, ABN 70 053 651 666. 
In the event that no pair has claimed the winning numbers, the prize will be withdrawn.
The prize cannot be given away.
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